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Abstract The high penetration of distributed renewable

energy raises a higher concern for the safe and economic

operation of the smart grid. Distributed batteries equipped

in demand-side can not only contribute to the reliability

and security of the grid, but also make profits by partici-

pating in the electricity market, especially when distributed

batteries are combined and operated by an aggregator.

Considering the well-operated mechanism of performance

based regulation (PBR) in the U.S. electricity market, it

becomes increasingly lucrative for batteries to participate

not only in energy markets for energy arbitrage, but also in

ancillary service markets to provide regulation and peak-

load shaving services. In this study, distributed batteries are

operated and coordinated by the aggregator, which simul-

taneously submits offers to the energy and the ancillary

service markets as an individual entity. An optimal

decision model is formulated for the aggregator to deter-

mine the operation and bidding strategy for the distributed

batteries by considering the characteristics of batteries,

including the terms of capacity, efficiency and degradation

cost. Finally, a numerical case is conducted to evaluate the

benefits of the decision model.

Keywords Distributed storage, Electricity market,

Optimal operation, Ancillary service

1 Introduction

Storage is gaining increased importance with the high

penetration of renewable energy in smart grid [1]. Signif-

icant research has been conducted in this context. For

example, considering high-penetration wind and PV power,

Lin Feng et al. evaluated the cost reduction for a hybrid

energy storage system [2], and Han Li et al. found an

optimal energy management model for industrial micro-

grids, containing Li-ion batteries and super capacitors [3].

Storage can not only be integrated into the larger power

grid by building centralized storage stations but can also be

widely distributed on the demand side. With the continuing

penetration of distributed renewable generation, distributed

batteries equipped in the demand side are playing an

increasingly critical role in addressing the urgent challenge

of reliability and economy. For example, distributed bat-

teries can smooth the distributed renewable generation and

reduce the uncertainty [4]. Since distributed batteries

equipped in the demand side are closer to consumers, they

have more flexibility to provide reliable and secure con-

sumer services.

In addition, there is ample opportunity for distributed

batteries to achieve economic benefits by participating in
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the electricity market. With the opening of a new round of

power system reforms in China, the electricity retail market

will bring new business models and opportunities for the

application of distributed batteries [5]. Although existing

research on distributed batteries has usually concentrated

on the aims of reducing cost and improving power quality,

some studies have considered the scenarios of power

market participation to maximize the profits. In [6], C.

Goebel and D.S. Callaway investigated the market value of

the electric car in California and concluded that utilizing

those facilities in frequency regulation is a very promising

business mode. The work in [7] establishes a new method

to conduct an economic analysis of vehicle-to-grid (V2G)

regulation services, mainly by simulating vehicle con-

sumers’ behaviors.

Distributed batteries are relatively small in capacity;

thus, their individual participation in the electricity market

is not economically feasible. In fact, because of the market

access threshold, an individual distributed battery might

have no access to provide grid services as bulk batteries do.

To participate in the wholesale electricity market, they

could be assembled as entities and operated by electricity

retail aggregators, providing energy arbitrage, regulation

services and peak-shaving services. Reference [8] analyzes

the profitability of an aggregator business model in a

microgrid using the so-called space exploration method-

ology. An optimal bidding strategy for a PHEVs aggregator

is proposed in [9], mainly using stochastic optimization in

the day-ahead electricity market. Pilot projects have also

been conducted to exploit the economic potential of dis-

tributed batteries. The reflexe project [10], sponsored by

the French Environment and Energy Agency (ADEME),

for example, examines the aggregation flexibility to pro-

vide market service to the grid, mainly using the Zebra

battery. In [11], the results from this project have been

illustrated with a battery management system, and flexi-

bility scheduling algorithms have been developed.

The income of batteries in the electricity market mainly

consists of two parts: conducting energy arbitrage in the

energy market and providing services in the ancillary ser-

vice market.

Energy arbitrage is a classic application of batteries, due

to the variability of electricity prices, and batteries can be

engaged in so-called energy arbitrage [12, 13]. Reference

[14] investigated the optimal operation of a micro-scale

battery for energy arbitrage, which is a trade-off between

the economic value and lifetime of the battery. However,

many works have found this to not be economically fea-

sible. After investigating the Danish power market, Ekman

concluded that the revenue cannot compensate for the

investment of storage [15]. Based on the entire life cycle of

lithium-ion batteries, [16] assesses the economic potential

of energy arbitrage in the Korean electricity market,

drawing the conclusion that revenue is not sufficient to

make up for the high cost at this stage in South Korea. It is

also worth mentioning that the writer suggests that further

financial gains may exist in the regulation market, ancillary

services, and other applications.

Another major application for batteries is providing

ancillary services, which compromise a wide range of

offerings, such as synchronized reserve, non-synchronized

service and regulation service. Among these, regulation

service is especially lucrative. Compared with the tradi-

tional regulation resources, batteries have a higher ramp

rate and can respond faster. However, because compensa-

tion is based on the committed capacity, regulation markets

currently usually fail to consider the actual performance of

regulation resources. To handle this problem, the FERC

(Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) Order 755 [17]

has developed pay-for-performance tariffs, which take both

the speed and accuracy of providing frequency regulation

into consideration, thus remedying the undue discrimina-

tion. This makes the regulation service increasingly

lucrative for batteries. When batteries participate in the

regulation market, they need to be engaged in the energy

market so that they can meet the energy balance demand.

Many scholars have conducted research on the joint opti-

mization of the energy market and the regulation market,

but fail to consider the performance based regulation

(PBR) mechanism. J. Cho and A.N. Kleit developed a

probability model to accommodate the PBR mechanism

and calculated the net present value of many years’ income

based on the discount rate [18]. G. He, Q. Chen, C. Kang

et al. proposed a battery storage optimal bidding strategy in

the joint day-ahead market, with the consideration of the

PBR mechanism and battery cycle life model, which makes

the economic evaluation of storage more accurate [19].

Unlike other types of energy storage, battery lifetimes

are usually more sensitive to charging and discharging

processes during the electricity market participation. Dis-

charging or charging too fast will heavily influence the

battery lifetime. Therefore, it is vital to balance the

aggressive revenue-oriented behavior and the conservative

tendency to prolong battery lifetime [14]. Thus, a deep

investigation of the battery characteristics and building an

appropriate battery model are crucial for profit optimiza-

tion. Battery models mainly contain two types: the physical

model and the mathematical model. Relying on the

methodology of Model Predictive Control (MPC), M.

Koller et al. defined a degradation cost function for the

optimal control of batteries [20]. Reference [21] shows that

lithium-ion battery life cycle loss changes little with dif-

ferent DOD (Depth of Discharge), and thus adopted a

linear simplified model. This model is very practical and

qualifies the precision standard for cost modeling based on

market service provisions.
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Moreover, most of the works above are concerned with

bulk batteries. Some discuss the market participation of

distributed batteries based on the assumption that all the

batteries share the same characteristics. However, this

assumption is mismatched from actual circumstances:

distributed batteries often contain equipment in different

conditions, with different technical characteristics. The

current study investigates different types of batteries and

chooses the lithium-ion battery as the desirable distributed

battery. Characteristic differences among these specific

batteries are included in the analysis. In addition, this study

considers the market participations of the distributed bat-

tery aggregators in the wholesale energy market and the

regulation market with the PBR mechanism. Different

market price scenarios are also taken into account to sta-

bilize the profits.

The contributions of this study are as follows:

1) An optimization model is proposed, achieving the

optimal operation and bidding of distributed battery

aggregators.

2) The degradation cost function for the distributed

lithium-ion battery is suggested. This function combi-

nes lithium-ion battery characteristics (capacity, effi-

ciency, degradation loss) with specific work

conditions.

3) Based on this model, a numerical case is used as an

example to evaluate the profits with and without

aggregator operation.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2

describes the business mode of distributed battery market

participation. Section 3 investigates different types of

batteries and builds the battery model for the chosen dis-

tributed battery, which is lithium-ion. Section 4 presents

the optimal decision model for the distributed battery

aggregator. The case study results are discussed in Sec-

tion 5, and conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Business mode for distributed battery
aggregator

2.1 Electricity market participation

This study focuses on electricity market revenues from

two sources: the energy market and the regulation service

market. The electricity market mechanism in the current

study is similar to that in the PJM. Considering that the

capacity of the distributed battery is much smaller than the

traditional unit, we assume that a distributed battery has

little effect on the entire electricity market and adopt the

price-taker assumption. By participating in the energy

market, a distributed battery can gain profits through

energy arbitrage, which is a strategy of buying at low

power price while selling at a high power price [12, 13].

The regulation market considered in this study refers to that

in PJM, which is circumstantiated in [17]. It mainly con-

tains two types of signals: the traditional regulation signal

(RegA) and the dynamic regulation signal (RegD). The

former is used for traditional resources with a limited ramp

rate, while the latter is used for fast-responding resources.

In addition, the payments are capacity-based to compensate

for reservation cost and mileage-based to compensate for

costs related to the movement of the resource.

2.2 Control mechanisms of distributed battery

aggregator

The proposed business mode assumes that distributed

batteries are owned by consumers. Because accurate price

information cannot be accessed in advance, it is necessary

for aggregators to predict the future electricity price before

bidding.

The aggregator’s responsibility mainly consists of two

parts: 1) participating in the day-ahead wholesale market

using optimal bidding strategies; and 2) distributing the

specific biddings among distributed batteries. On one hand,

the aggregator needs to satisfy the consumers’ own service

needs and improve the power quality; on the other hand, it

signs contracts with consumers that enable them to utilize

batteries, resulting in achievement of its own profit opti-

mization. More than that, in the process of shaping the

demand-side strategies, the aggregator needs to fully con-

sider the specific reliability requirement of consumers,

from which the aggregator decides the approach to par-

ticipate in the electricity market.

The control structure we consider is shown in Fig. 1

[22]. The distributed battery is controlled by the Individual

Battery Control Unit, which also contributes to stabilize the

secondary voltage and service load. The Control Center in

the Distribution Network gathers information from the

Individual 
battery control 

unit
Aggregator 
control units

Control center 
in the 

distribution 
network

Distribution 
network

Aggregator1

User1

User2

Aggregator2 User3

Fig. 1 Control mechanism of the aggregator’s agency operation
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Aggregator Control Units. The Individual Battery Control

Unit receives instruction from the Aggregator Control

Units about the time and quantity that the individual bat-

tery exchanges power with the grid, which it then imple-

ments. There is no direct information exchange within

different aggregators, yet the Control Center in the

Distribution Network could make the indirect information

exchange possible if necessary, which can be achieved

through gathering information from one aggregator and

sharing it with another aggregator.

3 Life model of desirable distributed battery

3.1 Economic comparison among different batteries

Based on the fact that lithium-ion batteries are widely

distributed on the demand side and their characteristics

well qualify the requirements of the market participation,

lithium-ion batteries are chosen as desirable distributed

batteries with which to perform the analysis in this

study.

Considering the large number of commercially acces-

sible battery technologies and the complexity of different

applications, the selection of the most suitable battery for

the regulation service is a complex process. In addition,

there is limited number of previous studies that has been

conducted on battery selection.

Although various kinds of distributed batteries are qual-

ified for market participation, they vary in capacity, power,

response time, cycle life loss, cost, and energy efficiency. In

addition, during different service provisions and application

scenarios, technical requirements can be different.

Reference [23] proposes a general methodology to

choose the most suitable energy storage for a specific

service. Combined with this general approach, for appli-

cations of the regulation service, it is necessary to have

high power capacity, small life loss during cycles with

shallow depth of discharge (DOD), fast response charac-

teristics and the ability of longer-term storage.

Figures 2 and 3 compare the differences between battery

types in cycle life and energy efficiency, respectively.

Generally, cycle life indicates the number of charge/

recharge cycles before a battery’s performance starts to

visibly reduce.

These figures show that the lithium-ion battery has the

highest energy efficiency and the highest cycle life when

the DOD is shallow. In [23], the authors also compare the

different battery cycle costs with specific DOD. It con-

cludes that when the cycle is shallow, the lithium-ion

battery has the lowest cycle cost.

In addition, the lithium-ion battery also has a low self-

discharge rate (approximately 1%–3% per month), which

makes it more appealing in comparison with other batter-

ies. In addition, lithium-ion batteries are very flexible in

capacity and size and have already been widely used in the

distribution network, such as in electric vehicles. Thus, the

lithium-ion battery is chosen for demand-side usage in this

study, which requires frequent responses with a small

amount of energy and long duration.

3.2 Life model of the lithium-ion battery

There are many works investigating the cycle models of

lithium-ion batteries, and these mainly contain two types:

physical models and mathematical models. However,

because of the uniqueness of each battery, a single model

cannot perfectly describe the battery characteristics. Hav-

ing considered the availability of battery parameters and

the convenience of the calculation process and model

build-up, it is practical to adopt mathematical models.

Reference [24] models the calendar life and the cycle

life of lithium-ion batteries. It finds that time and temper-

ature strongly impact the calendar life and that calendar
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Fig. 2 Life cycle for different kinds of batteries for different DODs

Fig. 3 Energy efficiency for different kinds of batteries
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loss follows the square root of time. The calendar life of a

lithium-ion battery can be modeled as follows:

qloss% ¼ 14876expð�24:5 kJ/RTÞt0:5days ð1Þ

where qloss% is the percentage of capacity loss; R is the gas

constant; T is the absolute temperature; tdays is the number

of days in the operation.

Calendar life performance is a direct indication of irre-

versible self-discharge loss. According to previous reviews,

the lithium-ion battery self-discharge loss is small. As a

result, we focus more on cycle loss in this study.

Repeated deep cycling damages the battery lifetime

because it results in a gradual reduction in its capacity [25].

In the current study, experimental life-cycle tests were

conducted to record data. A model to compute the incre-

mental impact of one cycle of a specific DOD is illustrated

as follows:

cLi�ion ¼ 20=ð33000e�0:06576NDODcyc þ 3277Þ ð2Þ

Battery cycles are normally quite shallow when providing

regulation services. Therefore, it is reasonable to adopt a

linear model; we choose the model in [21] for the

convenience of parameter availability. Research finds that

the lithium-ion battery is sensitive to the equivalent cycle

time rather than the DOD. The cycle degradation cost can

be expressed as:

Cx ¼ jk=100j � x=B � CB ð3Þ

where k denotes the approximate linear slope of the battery

life loss; B denotes the battery capacity; CB denotes the

battery cost, and x denotes the accumulated energy charged

and discharged from the battery.

4 Optimal model for distributed battery
aggregator

In this section, the bidding and distribution model in a

joint electricity market is presented in detail. The decision

variables are p
e;dsg
t;v , p

e;chg
t;v and p

reg
t;v , p

e;dsg
t;v and p

e;chg
t;v denotes

the power discharge and charge in the energy market by

battery v at time t. p
reg
t;v denotes the bidding in the regulation

market by battery v at time t. By optimizing the three

variables, the aggregator achieves its maximum profits.

4.1 Objective function

The objective function aims to achieve maximum profits

in a given day, as described in (4). The total profits mainly

consist of the revenues and the costs. This function is a

weighted average of profits in different market price sce-

narios, which may have different probabilities of

occurrence. In this way, the aggregator can predict a series

of market price scenarios in advance and choose different

probabilities of occurrence using their current data. This

contributes to stabilize the aggregator’s profits. cs denotes
the probability of price scenario s. This factor may be

determined by the subjective preference (e.g., the specific

price scenario that the aggregator mainly focuses on), the

objective prediction (e.g., forecast through systematic

analysis of historical data), or both. rems;t and r
reg
s;t denote

revenue from the energy market and revenue from the

regulation market in scenario s at hour t, respectively. c
op
t

denotes the operation cost at hour t, cdeg denotes the total

battery degradation cost, and cm denotes the maintenance

cost.

ptotalprofits

¼ max
X

s2S
cs
X

t2H
ðrems;t þ rregs;t Þ �

X

t2H
copt � cdeg � cm

ð4Þ

4.2 Constraints: revenues and costs

For the revenues, the energy market revenue and the

regulation market revenue are derived in (5) and (6),

respectively. kes;t denotes the energy price at hour t in

scenario s, bet is the aggregator’s total energy market bid-

ding at hour t, which will be distributed and broken down

to specific energy biddings among the distributed batteries,

Dt is the time interval between time t and time t?1, usually

one hour, r
reg;cap
s;t denotes the capacity payment, and r

reg;perf
s;t

denotes the mileage payment.

The regulation market revenues consist of the capacity

and mileage payments, determined in (7) and (8), respec-

tively. kreg;caps;t and kreg;perfs;t denote the regulation capacity

price and regulation performance price at hour t, respec-

tively, b
reg
t denotes the aggregator’s total regulation market

bidding at time t, and Sperfscore denotes the regulation per-

formance score of the battery in providing a PBR service.

Because batteries virtually share the characteristics of fast

response and high accuracy, the Sperfscore is considered the

same for all batteries and is constant through different time

periods. R
mileage
s;t is the mileage ratio for regulation resource

at time t in scenario s.

rems;t ¼ kes;tb
e
tDt ð5Þ

rregs;t ¼ rreg;caps;t þ rreg;perfs;t ð6Þ

rreg;caps;t ¼ kreg;caps;t bregt Sperfscore ð7Þ

rreg;perfs;t ¼ kreg;perfs;t bregt Rmileage
s;t Sperfscore ð8Þ

On the cost side, the operation cost c
op
t is proportional to

the amount of power, shown in (9). cop denotes the

726 Kangning LIU et al.
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operational cost per unit energy, b
e;sell
t and b

e;buy
t denote the

total energy bidding sold to the grid and bought from grid,

respectively, and bt indicates the average energy consumed

in the regulation (up or down) in time period t for a 1-kW

regulation bidding, which is determined by the generated

RegD signal.

The battery degradation cost is closely related to the

battery characteristics. The relationship between individual

degradation costs and the total degradation cost is shown in

(10). The cdeg denotes the total battery degradation cost,

and cdegv denotes the degradation cost of battery v.

Based on (3) from [21], the linear degradation cost

model is reasonably adopted. After considering the specific

application scenario, the degradation cost model is built in

(11). The p
e;dsg
t;v and p

e;chg
t;v denote the actual amount of

power that battery v discharged and charged, respectively,

in the energy market, and btp
reg
t;v =g

dsg
v and btp

reg
t;v g

chg
v denote

the power of battery v discharged during regulation up in

hour t and the power of battery v charged during regulation

down in hour t, respectively. Together, they constitute the

total energy that battery v has charged and discharged

during time period t. Their sum over all time periods is

proportional to the degradation cost. Cdeg
v denotes the cost

of battery v, Mv denotes the degradation slope of battery v,

and gchgv and gdsgv denote the charging and discharging

efficiency of battery v, respectively.

In addition, the maintenance cost represented in (12) is

proportional to the maximum power the batteries can

provide. cm denotes the maintenance cost, kem denotes the

operational cost per unit energy, and Pmax denotes the total

maximum power of all distributed batteries.

copt ¼ cop½ðbe;sellt þ be;buyt ÞDt þ 2bt b
reg
t � ð9Þ

cdeg ¼
X

v2V

cdegv ð10Þ

cdegv ¼ Cbat
v j Mv

100
j

X
t2Tð Þ

p
e;dsg
t;v Dt þ p

e;chg
t;v Dtþ

btp
reg
t;v =g

dsg
v þ btp

reg
t;v g

chg
v

 !" #
=Ev;max

ð11Þ
cm ¼ kemPmax ð12Þ

4.3 Constraints: biddings and demand-side

distributions

The total energy bidding is determined by the energy

sold and energy bought. This relationship is illustrated in

(13). A certain battery v at a specific time period t cannot

be both charged and discharged simultaneously, which

means that p
e;dsg
t;v and p

e;chg
t;v could not both be positive.

However, since there are many distributed batteries, it is

technically possible for the aggregator to sell and buy at the

same time. To be specific, at time period t, some batteries

are chosen to be charged, whereas others are chosen to

discharged. Nevertheless, out of economic consideration,

the aggregator normally either sells or buys at a specific

time period. Optimally, the total energy bidding should be

distributed among the batteries, which is represented in

(14) and (15). Similarly, the total regulation market bidding

is distributed as in (16). The total maximum power is the

sum of individual battery’s rated power, as in (17), where

Pv;max denotes the rated power capacity of battery v.

bet ¼ be;sellt � be;buyt ð13Þ

be;sellt ¼
X

v2V
gdsgv pe;dsgt;v ð14Þ

be;buyt ¼
X

v2V
pe;chgt;v =gchgv ð15Þ

bregt ¼
X

v2V
pregt;v ð16Þ

Pmax ¼
X

v2V
Pv;max ð17Þ

4.4 Constraints: battery’s characteristics

The change in the state of charge (SOC) is determined

by the effects of the charging and discharging processes in

the energy market and the regulation market and is deter-

mined in (18). The SOCt;v denotes the state of charge of

battery v in hour t, a denotes the self-discharging rate of

battery v between t and t?1, which is normally sufficiently

small to be negligible, and Ev;max denotes the rated energy

capacity of battery v. The discharging and charging process

in the energy market will influence the SOC of the battery.

In addition, despite the energy-neutral characteristic of the

RegD signal, energy loss occurs when providing regulation

services consisting of charging and discharging. The

btp
reg
t;v g

chg
v and btp

reg
t;v =g

dsg
v represent the energy charged to

the battery during regulation down and discharged from the

battery during regulation up in time period t, respectively.

SOCt;v ¼ ð1� aÞSOCt�1;v þ ðpe;chgt;v Dt � pe;dsgt;v Dt

þ btp
reg
t;v g

chg
v � btp

reg
t;v =g

dsg
v Þ=Ev;max

8t 2 T ; v 2 V

ð18Þ

The maximum and minimum SOC of every battery is

limited by (19) to protect the battery. The SOCmin
v and

SOCmax
v denote the minimum value and maximum value of

the SOC, respectively.
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SOCmin
v � SOCt;v � SOCmax

v 8t 2 T; v 2 V ð19Þ

Considering the energy constraints for energy market

bidding and power reserve requirements for the regulation

market and consumers, the aggregator needs to meet

certain requirements, as shown in (21). This means that a

battery must be able to maintain the fully deployed output

level for at least hreg (typically 15 min) time for the

regulation service and for at least hconsumer to provide

pconsumert;v power reserved for the consumer. For a specific

time t and after the charging process, the SOC could not

exceed the maximum level, whereas after the discharging

process, the SOC needs to be larger than the minimum

level. Therefore, for the ðpe;chgt;v � p
e;dsg
t;v ÞDt, the energy

bidding must be taken into account.
X

v2V SOCmin
v � Ev;max þ ðpregt;v h

reg þ pconsumert;v hconsumerÞ=gdsgv

h

þðpe;dsgt;v � pe;chgt;v ÞDt
i

�
X

v2V
ðSOCt;v � Ev;maxÞ

�
X

v2V

½SOCmax
v � Ev;max þ ðpe;dsgt;v � p

e;chg
t;v ÞDtþ

ð�p
reg
t;v h

reg � pconsumert;v hconsumerÞgchgv �
ð21Þ

The charging and discharging rate of every battery must be

under the maximum charging and discharging rate because

of its characteristics, as in (22) and (23). The biddings must

be within the upper and lower limits; thus, batteries should

reserve a capacity of r units for the regulation service, as in

(24) and (25).

0� pe;dsgt;v �Pv;max ð22Þ

0� pe;chgt;v �Pv;max ð23Þ

bet � rbregt � � Pmax ð24Þ

bet þ rbregt �Pmax ð25Þ

5 Case study

Based on the model built above, we conducted the fol-

lowing case study using GAMS, on a PC with an Intel Core

7 CPU (2.4 GHz) and 8.0 GB RAM. A brief introduction of

GAMS can be found in [26].

In the case study, two scenarios are compared to

determine the economic differences:

1) An aggregator operates ten distributed batteries to

participate in the electricity market (both the energy

market and the regulation market);

2) The same ten distributed batteries are used, but every

consumer operates its battery individually. In this case,

an individual battery is too small to meet market

requirements to provide grid service and could only

gain benefits through peak and off-peak power price

difference, which means it has no access to participate

in the regulation market. The model used in this

scenario is very similar to the model in Section 4. The

differences mainly exist in these aspects: a) the

individual battery could not gain regulation market

revenue, and regulation market constraints are thus

discarded; b) the object function is the profit of every

individual battery, not the total profits of all distributed

batteries.

5.1 Basic data

The 2014 PJM historical price data are used for this

study. We selected market prices of one month to represent

thirty scenario market prices needed for the case study,

including the day-ahead electricity price and regulation

market price (capacity price and mileage price).

The average scenario market prices are drawn in Fig. 4;

the average scenario market prices are indications for the

predicted prices to some extent, based on which aggregator

conducts the optimization.

Figure 4 shows significant variations in the energy price

and the capacity price, while the mileage price is sustained

at a low level. The variations in the energy price, therefore,

create the opportunity for batteries to perform energy

arbitrage.

To compare the results, the two situations are based on

the same group of ten distributed batteries. To compare the

degradation differences, the ten distributed batteries are

distinct from each other in their degradation slopes, as in

Fig. 5. For the convenience of comparison, the degradation

slopes are given regularly. The realistic value can be

obtained from the specific battery’s production sheet. For

Fig. 4 Scenario market prices
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example, the characteristic of the A123 - ‘AMP20 Lithium

Ion Prismatic Cell’ can be found in [27]. The degradation

slope is a parameter used to indicate the cost of the battery

degradation per unit power during charging or discharging.

Given that the other conditions are the same, the degra-

dation cost increases with the absolute value of the

degradation slope.

With this one exception, the ten batteries are considered

to share the same capacity, energy efficiency and other

parameters, as in Table 1. The actual parameters of the

lithium-ion battery obtained from different sources may

vary. Therefore, in this study, the battery cost is considered

to be 500 $/kW [28], and the operation and maintenance

cost is based on [28] with some minor adjustments, the

capacity unit is set in kW for the convenience of calcula-

tion, and the capacity unit of the distributed lithium-ion

battery is in kW.

The initial SOCs of all the distributed batteries are set to

their technically minimum levels; in this case, they are

assumed to be zero. The SOC levels may vary in the pro-

cess of market participation. However, by the end of the

operation time, all return to their minimum levels within

the constraints. Since the objective function is the maxi-

mum profit in a day, batteries will release their stored

energy as much as possible.

In the current study, pconsumert;v is assumed to be zero. A

detailed discussion on consumer behavior is beyond the

scope of the present study.

5.2 Results: biddings and economic outcomes

The bidding results of Scenario 1 are drawn in Fig. 6, in

which the columns denote the aggregator’s total biddings

in the regulation market and the energy market, respec-

tively. The lines indicate different market prices over 24

hours. This shows that batteries are mainly engaged in the

regulation market, only buying power from the grid at a

low price to make up for the energy loss during the regu-

lation service provision. Distributed batteries mainly con-

duct energy biddings at hours 1–4. In addition, because of

the total constraints of the battery capacity characteristics,

shown in (24) and (25), the energy biddings limit the

regulation biddings to a certain extent. Except for hours

1–4, in which the energy market biddings are primarily

concentrated, all the distributed batteries bid to their fullest

extent in the regulation market at all other hours. This

outcome is reasonable since the regulation market is

lucrative. Additionally, since the RegD signal shares

energy-neutral characteristics, full biddings in the regula-

tion market are within the constraints.

The energy market bidding amount drawn in Fig. 7

shows the aggregator’s specific distribution of the energy

market bidding among the distributed batteries. Combined

with information from Fig. 5, it is apparent that batteries i1

and i2 (with the smallest degradation) are utilized with the

highest priority. Then, battery i3 and battery i4 are used in

sequence. In this way, the aggregator can minimize the

degradation cost in the energy market participation.

Figure 8 is shown to investigate the distribution of the

regulation market biddings. Combined with information

Fig. 5 Degradation slopes of different distributed batteries

Table 1 Parameters of lithium-ion batteries

Parameter Value

Operation cost ($/MWh) 3.76

Maintaining cost ($/MW) 12.7

Energy efficiency 0.95

Battery cost ($/kW) 500

Performance score 0.9

Mileage ratio 3

Capacity (kW) 40

Energy capacity (kWh) 40
Fig. 6 Aggregator’s bidding results from Scenario 1
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from Fig. 5, it can be seen that batteries with high degra-

dation cost (such as batteries i8, i9 and i10) do not bid at

their maximum capacities from hours 1–4. This is because

there must be compensation for the reservation capacity

occupied by the energy biddings. The aggregator chooses

the batteries with high degradation cost for reservation,

while it chooses the comparatively inexpensive batteries to

participate in the regulation market. Briefly, the distributed

batteries are different in degradation characteristics, based

on which optimal strategy the aggregator uses to determine

priorities during bidding distributions.

The bidding results of Scenario 2 are given in Fig. 9. In

this figure, columns i1-i10 denote biddings in the energy

market. Figure 9 shows that batteries are only discharged

when the power price is high and are charged when the

power price is low. In addition, batteries with low degra-

dation cost (such as battery i1) bid more in the energy

market through a larger time range, which indicates that

profit is closely related to battery degradation cost.

Comparing Figs. 6 and 9, it can be concluded that if the

batteries are operated by consumers themselves, the battery

utilization rate is relatively low. However, when batteries

are operated by the aggregator for joint optimizing between

the energy market and the regulation market, battery

resources can be used more effectively.

The economic results are compared in Table 2. In Sce-

nario 2, compared to the relatively small energy market

revenue, the degradation cost of the battery and the

maintenance cost given in this condition are combined,

resulting in a relatively higher amount. As a consequence,

the revenue is insufficient to provide financial gains when

batteries only gain benefits through peak and off-peak

power price differences. This outcome corresponds to the

conclusion drawn in [15] and [16].

In contrast, when batteries are operated by the aggre-

gator in Scenario 1, the profit is considerable. When the

revenue in the energy market is negative, the main source

of revenue is the participation in the regulation market.

Although the capacity revenue is higher than the mileage

revenue, the latter does occupy a considerable part of the

profits. Without the mileage revenue brought by the PBR

mechanism, the aggregator’s total profits will decrease by

25.17%. The greatest portion of the total costs consists of

Fig. 7 Distributed battery bidding in energy market

Fig. 9 Consumers’ bidding results of Scenario 2

Table 2 Economic comparison

Parameter ($) Scenario 1 Scenario 2

Total profit 304.88 -1.99

Energy market

revenue

-6.69 9.03

Regulation market

revenue

339.49 (capacity part: 262.75;

mileage part: 76.74)

0.00

Operation cost 0.83 0.38

Degradation cost 21.98 5.54

Maintaining cost 5.10 5.10

Fig. 8 Distributed battery bidding in regulation market
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battery degradation costs. Therefore, the aggregator focu-

ses most on degradation costs to reduce the costs.

Without loss of generality, we may well conclude that

the aggregator, which possesses the ability to access the

wholesale electricity market and conduct optimization

based on the distributed battery characteristics, can flexibly

allocate the biddings among different batteries. As a result,

it is more economically feasible to operate distributed

batteries than consumer-based ones. In addition, revenues

from the regulation market play a more vital role in the

total profits than revenues from simply conducting energy

arbitrary. Moreover, compared to the regulation market

without such a mechanism, the PBR mechanism enables

batteries to gain a considerable amount of additional profit.

6 Conclusion

It is becoming increasingly lucrative for batteries to

participate in the electricity market, especially the regula-

tion market, with the PBR mechanism. In this study, a

profit-oriented business mode is introduced with the con-

sideration of actual constraints. In this model, an optimal

strategy for the aggregator, which combines the actual

market information with lithium-ion battery characteristics,

is presented. Scenario market prices are also taken into

account to stabilize the profits.

A case study was conducted to determine the benefits of

aggregator operation. By making full use of batteries dis-

tributed on the demand side, the business mode that the

aggregators operate and coordinate with distributed bat-

teries is economically superior to individual consumer

operation. This is mainly due to two reasons: 1) the

aggregation mode enables the relatively small distributed

batteries to participate in the regulation market, which sets

certain requirements that are unattainable for individual

batteries; and 2) the aggregator is able to make the best use

of information and approach the optimal bidding and

operation strategy to maximize profits. It is thus reasonable

to conclude that the model in which distributed batteries

are operated and coordinated by the aggregator is techni-

cally and economically feasible.
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